A total of 66 substantive news reports mentioning UST were collected.

** denotes items involving OUDPA in providing information or statements upon enquiries, issuing media invitation, issuing press releases, or setting up interviews.

1. UST opened a Beijing Center to provide executive training for finance professionals**
   8 clippings (21-23/5); Sohu.com (20/5).

2. SBM was ranked first in Asia Pacific and No.27 in the world in the Financial Times' annual global rankings for non-degree executive education in custom programs
   9 clippings (16-17/5).

3. Findings of UST's Graduate Employment Survey 2004 were mentioned in news reports on employment
   5 clippings (14-20/5).

4. Special facilities for disabled students provided by the eight universities
   Ta Kung Pao (20/5).

5. Prof Francis LUI (ECON) commented on economic issues
   8 clippings (7-20/5).

6. Dr Hong Kam LO (CIVL) is a member of the taskforce to review the government's management of the 9 May traffic jam while Prof Francis LUI (ECON) will provide expert testimony for the judicial review over the Eastern Harbour Tunnel toll rise
   10 clippings (11-19/5).

7. Prof K C CHAN (DEBM) commented on financial issues
   Sing Tao Daily (19/5).

8. EMB released the report on "The New Academic Structure for Senior Secondary Education and Higher Education - Action plan for Investing in the Future of Hong Kong"
9. Dr Ngok MA (SOSC) commented on political issues
   6 clippings (13-19/5).

10. UST is to host an R&D center in nanotechnology funded by the
    Government's Innovation Technology Fund
    4 clippings (18/5).

11. Prof Rami ZWICK (MARK) commented on price discrimination
    Apple Daily (18/5).

12. Dr Yan XU (ISMT) wrote on the World Telecommunication Day
    Hong Kong Economic Journal (18/5).

13. Prof K C CHAN (DEM) talked about the Kellogg-HKUST EMBA program
    China Daily (HK Edition) (18/5).

14. A profile of 2004 electrical engineering graduate KWOK Yu Tin,
    who participated in this year's Bun Scrambling Competition in Cheung Chau
    Hong Kong Economic Times (17/5).

15. Prof Zexiang LI (ELEC) commented on the advanced management of
    the manufacturing industry in the Pearl River Delta region
    Shenzhen Special Zone Daily (16/5).

16. UST will hold the Hong Kong Mobility Roundtable in June
    Hong Kong Economic Times (14/5).

17. UST and Kyoto University signed an agreement on academic collaboration
    Kyoto News (13/5).

18. Prof David ZWEIG (SOSC) commented on political issues
    Ta Kung Pao (13/5).

19. A profile of a UST MPhil graduate YU Wing Yat (SOSC) who is now an
    assistant professor at the University of Macau
    Hong Kong Economic Times (7/5).

20. A profile of Dr LEE Shau Kee, UST's honorary Court member and honorary graduate
    Prime Magazine (6/5).
21. UST provides the first two IT enrichment programs under the EMB’s Support Measures for the Exceptionally Gifted Students Scheme for secondary school students**
   E-Campus Today (5/5).

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
Because of restrictions on photocopying newspaper articles, OUDPA is unable to provide clippings for photocopying. Most of the clippings are however available in HKUST News Clippings Online (http://library.ust.hk/cgi/db/newsclip.pl) through the Library’s subscription to the WiseNews service. Enquiries can be made to the media and editorial unit of OUDPA at x8555 or x6317.